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Chapter 1613 Emperor Tu Hegemony

With the full firepower of Wiliam and Xu Tongyin, the scene suddenly boiled.

When Wiliam and Xu Tongyin were at full force, they saw the burning intent in
each other’s eyes.

“Qiangqiang!” Jianming continued!

The black light in the sky gathered on Xu Tongyin’s black giant sword.

The giant sword seems to be alive, it is not as smart as a thick sword at all!

More like a roaring dragon!

The dragon shuttled towards Wiliam!

The red light on Wiliam also shrank into a demon red lotus.

Wiliam held the red lotus in his hand and headed toward the dragon!

“Boom!” With this first frontal impact, the entire arena collapsed, and the debris
went in all directions!

“Rewind!” someone shouted.

Fortunately, there were a lot of masters on the scene, and when the situation
was wrong, they directly joined forces and used their internal strength to block
the flying gravel from all sides.

These rubble hit the inner wall, a little distance from the audience.

The faces of those audiences were scared.

If this is hit by gravel, will it still be alive!

The atmosphere at the scene was mobilized again.

No need to look at others!

Just looking at this attack, you will beat all previous matches!

This is the way a man should fight!



Work hard!

Exchange blood with blood!

Wiliam and Xu Tongyin’s bodies slid back together, the dust and smoke
disappeared, and the fighting spirit in the eyes of the two became stronger.

“Sword Minghuangtu!” Xu Tongyin said proudly when he plunged his heavy sword
into the ground.

This is the first time he has shown the power of this giant sword in front of
everyone, and it is also the first time he has reported the name of the giant
sword!

Emperor map!

Huangtu Baye is talking and laughing!

Life is so drunk!

This is the most suitable giant sword for Xu Tongyin!

It is also the great sword that can best show Xu Tongyin’s domineering!

The two complement each other and complement each other.

“Long live the demon lotus.” Wiliam said lightly with the spinning lotus in his
hand.

Long live the demon lotus Xu Tongyin has seen it.

However, Xu Tongyin keenly discovered that Wiliam’s lotus flower is a bit strange
now.

It seems that a petal is missing.

The power is not as great as before.

But this is the case, the incomplete Long Live Demon Lotus can even match his
imperial figure.

This emperor picture is the treasure of the Zhenzong of the Nine Heavens of
Remnant Sword!

The grade is slightly inferior to Long Live Demon Lotus.

But looking at the entire nine sects, they are already among the best.



Over the years, Huangtu has been in dust.

Just because Huangtu is alive!

Spiritual things will choose their own masters.

In the past nine days of Can Jian, even Xu Benliu, even Xu Tongyin before, had no
way to drive Huangtu.

After Xu Tongyin’s return this time, especially after helping Wiliam re-forge the
magic weapon, his realm was loosened, and he was officially recognized by Huang
Tu.

Became the second-generation owner of Huangtu.

Thinking of the treasure of Zhenzong, he can only share the same color with the
incomplete Long Live Demon Lotus.

It can be seen how terrifying Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus is.

It’s just that Xu Tongyin couldn’t understand why Wiliam’s Long Live Demon
Lotus was mutilated?

Who on earth can make such an extraordinary soldier crippled?

What happened to Wiliam during this time?
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Obviously this is not the time to think about these issues.

Xu Tongyin’s fighting spirit has been completely ignited.

Holding the Emperor’s picture in his hand, he rushed towards Wiliam again!

And Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus once again transformed into a small red
lotus all over the sky, whizzing towards Xu Tongyin!

For a time, dust, smoke, red light, and black air ravaged the entire venue!

Ninety percent of people can’t even see what happened in the field.

They could only rely on their ears to hear a roar, guessing that the battle was
fierce.



This makes them anxious and angry!

Isn’t it tormenting people to fight so intensely that you can’t see it?

The speed of the two is too fast.

It was almost impossible to lock them with the naked eye for a while.

The strength of the two of them is too much!

Every collision is enough to shake the entire scene!

And now, everyone has a new understanding of Wiliam’s strength!

This Wiliam can actually compete with Shuangjiao!

And it’s this kind of head-to-head competition!

His strength has never burst out before!

Now it broke out, it was so terrifying!

You must know that the martial arts realm registered by Wiliam is only half-step
innate.

And Xu Tongyin is already the pinnacle of the congenital secret realm, stepping
into the wonderland!

With such an exaggerated level of difference, Wiliam didn’t even let the wind fall
on the scene!

This is simply incredible!

No wonder!

It’s no wonder that Wiliam walked this way, and his points soared to a terrifying
level as if he had opened up.

It turns out that everything is based on strength, step by step, without any
moisture!

The people in the Jinyu volley were all dumbfounded when they saw this scene.

Wiliam’s strength has completely exceeded their imagination!

That’s Xu Tongyin!

If Xu Tongyin was as famous as Song Hanyu before, everyone can’t deny it.



But Xu Tongyin, who returned this time, was completely different from before!

Especially his picture of the emperor makes him even more powerful.

Even Song Hanyu is the realm of Return of the King soaring.

Even Song Hanyu got the magic weapon Zishuang.

But compared to Xu Tongyin’s progress, Song Hanyu is still slightly inferior.

If Song Hanyu meets Xu Tongyin, the outcome can only be three to seven.

Xu Tongyin seven, Song Hanyu three.

Before Song Hanyu tried to protect Wiliam from the promotion, everyone still
had a lot of criticism.

Seeing Wiliam’s strength now, they all shut up.

Song Hanyu’s presence, it’s not unusual to be able to hold it for so long.

But women are inherently physically disadvantaged compared with men.

To the back, Song Hanyu had a bigger face.

Wiliam’s performance has completely exceeded the expected performance of
Song Hanyu.

“Han Yu, you made the most correct decision!” Even the old Sect Master couldn’t
help but say to Song Hanyu.

However, Song Hanyu hadn’t heard it anymore.

She seemed to have entered a magical realm, and she could no longer hear any
sound.

In his eyes, there are only two rays of light.

One black, one red.

The duel of super-powerful warriors, the layman looks at the heat, the insider
looks at the doorway.

Song Hanyu was talented and had been able to absorb a lot of experience from
this battle.

The people around Song Hanyu saw her not reacting, and they were about to
push her.



Suddenly saw Song Hanyu’s eyes widening, his eyes flickered!

“Xu Tongyin, we are going to break through!” She shouted, her eyes full of
disbelief!

breakthrough!

Xu Tongyin is going to break through?

He is already a powerhouse at the pinnacle of the Innate Secret Realm, if he
breaks through, wouldn’t it be!

Seeking Nirvana in Wonderland!

Depend on!

The shock in everyone’s hearts has not yet subsided.

Suddenly I saw the clouds and mist above Xu Tongyin’s head, as if being drawn by
some mysterious force!

Even Wiliam stopped and watched this scene in surprise.

“Qiang!” Huangtu suddenly shot towards the sky, and directly shredded the
clouds and fog in the sky!

A breath that was so strong that it was suffocating suddenly diffused from Xu
Tongyin’s body!
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